
USING THE WYLDWINGS  ENTICERTM 
 

 
 

 
Thank you for purchasing the WYLDWINGS  ENTICERTM! We appreciate your confidence and 
support. We wanted to put together not only some basic instructions on how to use your 
WYLDWINGS  ENTICERTM, but we also hope to give you some trapping tips that will increase 
your catch using this system.  
 
A LITTLE BACKGROUND 
 
 While you may think the ENTICERTM  system is a pretty simple thing, it is the result of a 
great degree of thought, trial, error, research and testing. We designed the WYLDWINGS  
ENTICERTM to be easy to use, durable, lightweight, fast, versatile and effective. We also wanted 
it to comply with most every state’s exposed bait laws by using only man-made materials. After 
some initial trial and error, we invested a significant amount of time and money in research and 
testing. Many versions or prototypes simply did not pass muster. Many trips back to the drawing 
board resulted in what you see today.  
 
 Once we got what we thought was a pretty good set up, we went to the field to test it. 
After all, if it doesn’t work, why mess around with it?? For our initial testing, we tried many 
versions of our attractants on the actual trapline, some with modest success, and some with great 
success. After trapping season, and as we improved and modified the system, we went to work 
with dozens of trail cameras, setting up the ENTICERTM in many different locations and 
situations. We specifically set up in areas where we had never trapped – in many cases, areas 
where we had not ever been to – because we didn’t just want a bunch of pretty pictures of 
animals we knew were already there. We also didn’t want to place the ENTICERTM in known 
travel ways or areas where we knew cats, coyotes and fox were already present. Instead, we 
chose areas that looked to have decent predator populations, and then set up the ENTICERTM in 
areas other than the best travel ways, or predator hot spots. We wanted situations where we 
could be confident that the only reason an animal had for being there was because of the 
ENTICERTM. 
 

For example, when it came to testing the ENTICERTM  on bobcats, instead of placing the 



attractant and the camera next to a ledge, trail, or other cat travel way, we placed the 
ENTICERTM a distance away from these travel ways, but close enough  that the cat could see the 
ENTICERTM . That way, when a cat showed up at the trail camera, we could be relatively certain 
that it was attracted to that spot by the ENTICERTM and didn’t just happen on to that location. 

 
 
All of this testing and research has given us a tremendous amount of confidence in this 

system. We hope your experience is the same.  
 

  
 
 

USING THE ENTICERTM 
 
 In your package you should have one or more lightweight green poles. These poles are 

super lightweight, and coated with green plastic so they won’t rust or attract undue attention 
from people or predators. On one end of each pole you will find the attachment line swivel at the 
end. You will also have an assortment of faux feathers. The feathers are carefully designed and 
treated to not only be highly realistic and attractive to predators, but also durable and long 
lasting. Select your choice of faux feather. On the “quill” end of the feather you will find a 3/16" 
reinforced hole. Go ahead and attach the swivel using the hole in the end of the feather. Your 
“feather” is now attached to your pole. You will notice the fine wire doesn’t tangle or snag like 
other methods you may have used in the past.  

 

                          
 

                               
 For most applications in rocks or areas with ledges, you can use the ENTICERTM by 
simply hanging the faux feather end over a ledge, boulder, rock, etc. Place a flat rock of suitable 
size and weight on the other end of the pole and you are good to go. The feather-light 
ENTICERTM will move with even the slightest breeze or wind current, and yet it is durable 
enough to withstand constant high winds.  That’s it. 



 
 Of course, life isn’t always that easy! We designed the ENTICERTM to be used in nearly 
any situation – rocks, trees, brush, ledges, cliffs, even flat ground. The ENTICERTM uses a 
simple but very effective attachment component comprised of an anchor attached to a “T” handle 
with a length of adjustable 9 Gauge galvanized wire. If you want to attach the ENTICERTM to a 
tree, tree branch or large bush, just push the pointed end of the anchor bolt into the tree and turn 
the handle until the anchor is solid enough to support the green pole. Then just insert the end of 
the green pole into the coiled end of the 9 gauge wire. You might need to make some minor 
adjustments to the coiled end of the wire to make sure the pole is held securely. Now you can 
move the feather end of the pole anywhere you want it to maximize visibility, or to even hide it 
from potential thieves while placing the feather in view of predators.  

 
 

 You can use the same basic installation method 
for rocks and ledges. The anchor works much the same 
way a rock climber uses a piton. Just find a small 
crack and insert the pointed end of the anchor into the 
crack and turn the handle. Sometimes you might need 
to tap the T handle with a rock to get it started but the 
threads should soon start to “grab” the surface and 
wedge the anchor into the rocks.  



 
 
For flat ground, just push the anchor into the ground as far as you can, then twist the handle to 
“drill” the anchor into the ground.  
 
 Your location and intended target will dictate things like elevation, angle and so forth. 
We will discuss some of those issues below.  
 
CATCHING PREDATORS 
 
  Most people associate the use of visual attractors with bobcat trapping. It’s a known fact 
that cats hunt with their eyes and they are extremely curious, even playful. Check out any pet 
store these days and you’ll find isles full of “cat toys” made with feathers, fur and fabric, all 
designed to stimulate a cat’s innate desire to hunt and capture prey. However, nearly all 
predators are game for a free meal, and a bird feather indicates there might be birds about. In 
addition, the natural movement of the WYLDWINGS  ENTICERTM is intriguing to most all 
predators. But while the motion, sight and possibilities represented by the visual attractor are 
interesting to a predator, different animals will require a different approach in setting traps to 
catch them.  
 
BOBCATS 
 

 Without doubt, cats are a sucker for a twitchy, 
spinning, twirling object, and when you combine that 
motion with a natural part of their diet (a bird), it’s no 
wonder the  WYLDWINGS  ENTICERTM is appealing to 
cats. A cat’s fondness for pouncing on feet and feathery 
toys may be rooted in their hunting instinct, but it also has 
a lot to do with their unique vision. And, as it turns out, 
scientists know a lot about what cats see. 
 Cats have a wider field of view — about 200 
degrees, compared with humans' 180-degree view. Cats 

also have a greater range of peripheral vision, all the better to spot that mouse darting through the 
grass, or the bunny hiding in the brush. Cats are crepuscular, meaning they are active at dawn 



and dusk. That may be why they need such good night vision. Their eyes have six to eight times 
more rod cells, which are more sensitive to low light, than humans do. 
 In addition, a cat’s elliptical eye shape and larger corneas and tapetum, a layer of tissue 
that may reflect light back to the retina, help gather more light as well. The tapetum may also 
shift the wavelengths of light that cats see, making prey or other objects silhouetted against a 
night sky more prominent. Their extra rod cells also allow cats to sense motion in the dark much 
better than their human companions can. 
What about Color vision? 

 But felines don't have the edge in all areas. In behavioral tests, cats don't seem to see the 
full range of colors that most humans do. 
 Some experts believe cats' color vision is limited to blue and grays, while others believe 
it is similar to dogs', but with less richness of hues and saturation of the colors. Dogs see the 
world in fewer hues than humans do and cannot distinguish between red, yellow, green and 
orange objects.  
Cats are Nearsighted 

 Humans also can see with much greater resolution, with a greater range of vibrant colors, 
thanks to their eyes' many cones. Humans can see objects clearly at 100 to 200 feet (30 to 60 
meters) away, but cats need to be no more than about 20 feet (6 m) away to see those same 
things sharply. Remember that number – 20 feet – because it will be important later in our 
discussion when we talk about setting traps in proximity to the ENTICERTM . Although a bobcat 
may be able to see a darting rabbit or mouse from a distance, they need to be quite close to see 
the objects clearly.  
  
What Does It Mean?  
 
 All of this implies indicates that placing the ENTICERTM where cats can see it from a 
distance will have the greatest effect, and that cats will generally have to come closer to identify 
the source of the specific movement they have seen at a distance. Good locations are across a 
canyon or field, along a tree row, up on a saddle, butte, ridge or mountain pass. Sometimes this 
might be on a property boundary where you are trying to entice cats from areas where you may 
not have access. Cats will see the movement from the ENTICERTM a long way away. However, 
given their shortsightedness, most cats will have to come closer to identify what it is they have 
seen at a distance.  
 
 We’ve found the most effective way to catch cats with visual attractors is to catch the cats 
COMING TO the attraction . . . not AT the attraction. That means the best set location is 
probably not directly in front of or under the ENTICERTM. Why? 
 
 As good as the ENTICERTM is at attracting predators, all animals, given enough time, 
will either figure out that there is no free meal or (in the case of most cats) will satisfy their 
curiosity at some point before they are within handshake distance of the ENTICERTM. A good 
analogy is predator calling. Even though you may be using the latest, state of the art electronic 
call with actual dying rabbit sounds, you don’t expect to shoot a bobcat or coyote right at the 
speaker (although it can happen). More likely, the predator comes in quickly (or in the case of 



cats, not so quickly), and then eventually realizes there are no rabbits present or even if there was 
a rabbit, they have detected the sight or smell of a man with a high powered rifle which has the 
immediate effect of removing their curiosity or interest in rabbits for the time being.  

 Therefore, the most effective set 
locations are those where you can catch the 
cat as it makes its way to the ENTICERTM. In 
the case of a ledge or rock wall, put the 
ENTICERTM up against the ledge or wall, and 
then make sets a distance away along the 
structure. Most cats will hug structure or cover 
much like a traveling mink. As you install your 
ENTICERTM, look for potential set locations 
that will allow you to narrow down the cat’s 
anticipated approach to the ENTICERTM. Along 
a tree line, the cat will generally stay concealed 
in the cover; the same is true of a ditch line or a 

creek. An ENTICERTM posted along the edge of a clear field will most likely cause the cat to use 
cover to approach as near as possible before the cat leaves the safety and concealment of the 
brush or trees along the field edge.  
 
 

  
 
 
 

How far away from the ENTICERTM you make your sets will depend on terrain. Look for 
narrowed down spots a cat will have to squeeze through and place blind or walk through sets 
there. Each location will also dictate the number of sets you may want to use. Cats aren’t likely 
to circle the ENTICERTM like canines will (see below), so you should focus on direct routes 
along which the cat will travel in order to reach the ENTICERTM. Again, trails of any kind or 
natural openings in brush or trees will be those most likely used by cats. 

TREE SET 

Ledge or Cliff Set 



 
 
THE USE OF BAIT AND LURE 
  
 Because cats have such great eyesight, they often get a bum rap when it comes to their 
perceived ability to smell. Don’t buy into the idea that cats don’t have good noses. A good lure 
or bait is a great compliment to any visual attractor and they are essential at a cat set. There is no 
doubt in my mind that the best odor for attracting cats is skunk. I don’t care which lure you buy, 
the stronger the skunk odor the better. I prefer skunk suspended in some form of petroleum jelly 
(not Vaseline, there are many grades of petroleum gel and Vaseline isn’t the best one in my 
view). Put it up high at your set. If you are using a walk through or trail set, put the skunk on 
each “side” of the set up in the brush or rocks. You want the odor to get into the wind currents so 
the cat can smell it a long way away. I also use a generous amount of gland lure or curiosity lure 
right at my set . . . within 12" of my traps. I like something with castor, rat glands, and/or fish oil. 
This blend of odors keeps the cat pacing around as it seeks to get a good whiff of each odor. 
Some trappers feel the use of good bobcat urine at the set is an added plus.  
 
 Using a good lure or bait with the ENTICERTM has the effect of reeling in cats from long 
distances with the visual appeal of the ENTICERTM until the cat can get close enough to the set 
to smell the skunk, which pulls the cat closer to the set, where the gland/curiosity lure will make 
sure he puts the paw on the pan. The advantage you have with the ENTICERTM over your 
competition is this long range pulling power. No reputable lure maker would ever claim to be 
able to pull cats consistently to a set from several hundred yards away with lure alone  – but the 
ENTICERTM gives you that ability.  

 
 
 We shouldn’t leave this topic without also mentioning one other attractor for your cat set 
– polyfil. Some states allow the use of real feathers or fur at your set and if so, by all means use 
these great attractors. However, for those of us that live in a state where natural feathers or fur is 
prohibited (or who don’t have access to a supply of real feathers or fur), polyfil (the material 
used to stuff pillows) makes a great synthetic alternative. I really believe polyfil, if used right, 



gives a cat the illusion of feathers or fur and suggests that a plucked bird or rabbit might be a 
possibility. When you combine poly with the long range attraction of the ENTICERTM, you have 
a deadly combination. After all, the cat has seen a large “feather” spinning and fluttering in the 
breeze at a distance, and the cat is no doubt anticipating that other feathers should be present. 
When it sees the polyfil “feathers” scattered around in the brush at your set, the cat will zero 
right in. 
 
 Because cats are so curious, they will investigate any new object in their territory. If 
you’ve watched domestic cats, they will always inspect a new vehicle parked on the street in 
their territory, for example. Cat tracks in the dust on the windshield are a common sight to see if 
you leave your vehicle parked for the first time in a cat’s territory. If you leave the car parked 
there for a period of time and the neighborhood cats get a chance to inspect it, they soon lose 
interest. However, park the same car on the other side of the street a few doors down, and 
suddenly the neighborhood cats have to inspect the car all over again.  
 
 In the case of the ENTICERTM, you may have a cat come to inspect the attractor, but not 
get caught for some reason (either because of poor trap placement, or the cat satisfied its 
curiosity before it got caught, or its attention was diverted elsewhere before it encountered your 
trap). If so, simply moving the ENTICERTM to a new location in the same general area will 
rekindle the cat’s innate curiosity all over again. So if you feel there are cats in the area but you 
haven’t been able to catch one, think about moving the ENTICERTM to a slightly different 
location, perhaps one where you have better terrain to narrow down the cat’s approach.  
 
 GREY FOX 
 
 This bold little canine has many cat-like traits. It can climb trees, it occupies much of the 
same terrain as a bobcat, and generally isn’t bashful about working a set with heavy blocking. 
The Grey also has a high degree of curiosity. For these reasons, the Grey is a sucker for the 
ENTICERTM. Much of what we’ve said about bobcats will be applicable to catching Grey fox. 
Try to catch them as they approach the ENTICERTM. Of course with Greys, a good bait is often 
more productive than many lures. Standard dirt holes (blocked heavily to avoid the fox working 
them from the side or back of the set) in the area near the ENTICERTM , baited with good quality 
baits, will take most every fox. 

  
 
 What’s a good bait? I’ve caught hundreds of Greys with Jack Mackeral mixed with a 
little fish oil and beaver castor. You can add a little honey to give it body and “stickiness.” Don’t 
overdo the fish oil and castor or you’ll get more of a rubbing/rolling response than a fox that 
wants to dig out the bait. Another fantastic bait is made from grinding bacon ends or pieces, then 



cooking it with a little lard. In a pinch, you can use plain sausage. When it cools down, add some 
castor and fish oil, and maybe a little glycerin to keep it sort of mushy.  
 
 COYOTES AND RED FOX 
 
 We lump these two predators together because they behave in much the same way when 
it comes to their level of curiosity and their approach to an obvious visual attractor. With these 
suspicious canines, you have to be much more subtle in your approach. They have excellent 
eyesight and will see the ENTICERTM at great distances as well. Carefully select your trap 
locations because rather than “hunt the ENTICERTM,” like a cat or a Grey fox, these predators 
are more likely to circle down wind, pace and stare at a distance. They also have a habit of trying 
to gain elevation from which to observe the ENTICERTM. Use these habits to your advantage. 
Pick a spot that has a high mound, pond bank, ridge, dike, berm, levee, etc. from which a coyote 
or fox would use to stare at the ENTICERTM. Place the ENTICERTM where it might be viewed 
from these elevated locations. If the ENTICERTM is partially obscured by brush or a tree, so 
much the better. The long 9 gauge wire on the ENTICERTM allows you to place the faux feather 
at a height or location of your choice, for just such an occasion.  

 
 
 As a coyote or fox continues to pace and angle for a better view of the ENTICERTM, its 
naturally paranoid personality will cause it to frequently mark bushes or weeds. These are great 
places for scent post or flat sets. In this set below, there were a couple of old droppings next to 
the rock which I have marked “Backup set.” This is an ideal set to catch a double, or to catch that 
shy coyote in the backup set. Again, subtlety is the name of the game. 

 



 
 If snaring is your game, the ENTICERTM can help. Good locations would be a patch of 
brush or low trees where you can place the ENTICERTM where it will be partially obscured from 
view, yet coyotes will circle down wind through the brush to use their keen noses to detect any 
odor that might help them identify what their eyes have seen. If you have a good bait at the 
ENTICERTM, they will continue to pace, circle and weave through the brush trying to work up 
the nerve to approach the bait. Snares in all trails and openings can yield multiple catches. 

 
 
 The ENTICERTM can also really help on those trail sets. With a critter focused on a 
dancing turkey feather or your other choice of visual, the animal is much easier to trap or snare 
as long as you back off far enough away from the ENTICERTM so you allow him to relax. Here 
are a couple of examples.  

 
 
 Another good location for the ENTICERTM is a steep embankment with a trail on top. 
Coyotes love to run the top of these banks where they can look down on the lower country, be it 
a creek, stream, ditch, or field. Put the ENTICERTM in the bank sticking out away from the trail. 
Use a good lure at the ENTICERTM and then go back down the trail a good distance and put in a 
couple subtle flat sets in either direction. 



  

 
 


